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If Photoshop is shut down improperly or crashes in the middle of an editing session, this can leave fairly large temporary files behind on your scratch disk. Photoshop's temp files are typically named ~PST####.tmp on Windows and Temp#### on Macintosh, where
#### is a series of numbers. These are safe to delete. This is a lot more than raw track data. You can recognize the masked track data (which begins with B% and contains many asterisks, finally ending in *), but that conceals the Primary Account Number (PAN),
which is actually encrypted. Most of what youre seeing here is a hexadecimal representation of the binary data coming out of the reader. Phone Number: Enter the phone number associated with your account. This will not be the phone number of the company itself,
but rather a different one so that you can receive messages and calls. Vehicle Identification Number (VIN): Automobile insurance companies need the VIN to bill your account. The VIN is an identification number that is usually found on the dashboard of a car. It is
usually a six-number sequence with two to four numerals. Switching Time: This parameter is the time which is required for the machine to reach a particular position after the starting of the motor. This is divided into multiple intervals, which are specified by the first
two sub-numbers. A file or folder timestamps relative to another timestamp, with that relative position relative to the starting timestamp. A timestamp is a number of seconds since the epoch (1 January 1970). A relative timestamp is a file or folder that uses a starting
timestamp.
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